H E L L O , M Y NAME IS

This is my first EP, my first release as a solo artist. The first time I‘ve made
music about myself.

WEIRD
This is the central piece of the EP.
I originally wrote these lyrics as a draft for a Rock song. I wanted it to be
edgy and have some attitude - and the words to sound great when they‘re
sung. But of course, there‘s a grain of truth in them. I‘m sure everybody
feels this way every now and then. I invite you to enjoy the mood and the
simplicity - sometimes, a little self-consciousness is just what you need to
survive yet another day.

SUBMERGED
Sometimes, I just want to disappear from the face of the earth. Escape to
somewhere nobody can reach me, a place with no noise and no external
impulses. I imagine this place to be a body of water that I can submerge
myself into without having to breathe. To feel freedom in total isolation, just
for a little while, to find my calm and regather my strength. Then go on.
This song is one of those random ideas that come about when you’re
browsing your sound libraries looking for something completely different.
I literally pressed two random keys with the intro pad loaded, and there it
was. I sketched out the general shape of the song within the next few hours.
When I went through my existing lyrics, I stumbled upon some thoughts I
had a few weeks before – and they fit the mood perfectly. And just like that,
Submerged was born. I don’t know where it came from, but it is my secret
favourite exactly because of that.

GHOST

PLAYLIST

Real-life ghosts suck. But at least I can turn my pain into music. So, thanks,
ghost.

MISSING (EVERYTHING BUT THE GIRL COVER)
I was home alone on a humid, oppressive summer evening. Suddenly
this blast from the past took me, commanded me to my computer and
demanded an instant re-working. Naturally, I obeyed.

EATING HOOKS (MODERAT COVER)
A cover of one of the most influential bands of the last decade for me.
Moderat create such emotional soundscapes, dragging the listener in and
never letting go. The first time I heard this track was lying on the floor of a
Vietnamese beach hut, lulled by the sound of waves rolling gently ashore.
The ambient intro captured me immediately and took me elsewhere as the
drums began. It was indeed a meditative experience.
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ABOUT ME

I have always struggled to put into words what drives me to make music. It
seems like such a sacred thing, the most defining love of my life, even though
it always comes with pain.
Squeezing your innermost feelings into a set of notes and words is a painful
experience. You want it to be perfect, but it never is. One day, I sound like a
duck, the next day I can’t find that one sound I’m imagining for this specific
bit. It’s frustrating.
But when it all comes together, it feels like the world has become whole once
again. It’s the best feeling ever.
Electronic music appeals to me because of its orderliness. But without soul,
it’s only machines singing to keyboard commands. That’s why I use my voice
and organic instruments – to make the computer sound human.
So please, go ahead and enjoy my music. I can’t promise you any endorphinefueled happy sunshine bombs because that’s not who I am. But maybe you
will find peace in the sadness

Music has been a part of my life since my early childhood. When I was four
years old, I was in the studio for the first time, recording backing vocals for a
German Schlager artist. Aged five, I started my training as a classical pianist,
following this path until my high school degree. I wrote my first song aged
seven and even played it in front of an audience – when they applauded,
legend has it that I covered my ears and ran off the stage.
In my youth, I started to get interested in a plethora of different music styles.
After a short excursion into German Hip Hop, I discovered that I am actually a
huge metalhead and a goth. My first big influences were bands like the Deftones
and Nine Inch Nails. Electronic music soon joined my musical universe, first
the dark spheres of Industrial and Dark Wave, later more accessible styles like
Minimal Techno or IDM. Over time, I also acquired a taste in (melancholic)
Indie with Archive being one of the most influential bands ever for me.

BIOGRAPHY

I still listen to all of it. My playlists are a mess.
In my early twenties, I abandoned the piano for a while. After 13 years of
constant lessons, recitals, majoring in music theory, choirs and bands, I felt
I needed to explore other aspects of life. I did that by travelling extensively,
working in hospitality and getting a degree in sports, culture and event
management. My overall passion for music never left me, though: I spent a
very large part of my time going to live shows of all kinds and took note of how
bands present themselves and what crowds look for in a great performance.
Aged 25, an old bandmate asked me to come jam with his Balkan group, the
Balkanauten. They took me on as their bass drummer and co-singer. I spent
the next four years recording an album, playing gigs from small weddings to
headlining at the Herzkasperl tent at the Oktoberfest and even appearing on
TV a few times (one of them being the featured artist on the Abendschau on
BR).
I left the band in 2014 for a 19-month backpacking trip and this time I packed
a Ukulele and a notebook. My urge to write music and lyrics was reignited.
It was only after my return to Germany that I finally decided to go solo and
create electronic indie music. The result is my first EP – the one that I hope
you‘re listening to whilst reading this.
My artist name is my father’s Hungarian nickname for me – Juc. It’s
pronounced [Juts].

